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QUESTION 1

Your database supports an online transaction processing (OLTP) workload. The database uses ASM storage. One of
the ASM disks goes offline because of hardware failure. When the disk is replaced and then added back to the
diskgroup, database performance is affected by rebalance operations. 

Which two actions would you recommend to lower the impact of rebalance operations on the performance of the
database? (Choose two.) 

A. Increase the number of ASMB processes. 

B. Decrease the value of the ASM_POWER_LIMIT parameter. 

C. Set the DISK_REPAIR_TIME disk attribute to a lower value. 

D. Specify the POWER clause with a lower value in an ALTER DISKGROUP statement. 

E. Set the DISK_REPAIR_TIME disk attribute to a higher value. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 2

You are administering a database that supports a DSS workload. Automatic Shared Memory Management is enabled
for the database instance. Users issue queries to perform large soft operations and complain about degraded
performance of the queries. On investigation, you notice that the queries are performing multipass work area executions
and the I/O contention on one of the temporary tablespaces is very high. 

Which two can be possible resolutions for this issue? (Choose two.) 

A. Increase the size of the large pool. 

B. Increase the value of the PGA_AGGREGATE_TARGET parameter. 

C. Create a temporary tablespace group and assign it to users. 

D. Increase the value of the PGA_AGGREGATE_LIMIT parameter. 

E. Create another temporary tablespace and assign it to users. 

F. Enable temporary undo. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 3

For your database some users complain about not being able to execute transactions. Upon investigation, you find that
the problem is caused by some users performing long-running transactions that consume huge amounts of space in the
UNDO tablespace. 

You want to control the usage of the UNDO tablespace only for these user sessions. 
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How would you avoid the issue from repeating in future? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. Create a profile for the users with the LOGICAL_READS_PER_SESSION and LOGICAL_READS_PER_CALL limits
defined. 

B. Create external roles to restrict the usage of the UNDO tablespace and assign them to the users. 

C. Set the threshold for UNDO tablespace usage for the users. 

D. Implement a Database Resource Manager plan by mapping the users to a resource consumer group with limits
defined for UNDO tablespace usage. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

Which two actions should you take to monitor the throughput generated by the modules of an application? (Choose
two.) 

A. Use the Resource Manager. 

B. Enable SQL Trace at the session level. 

C. Create a service. 

D. Use a dedicated server configuration. 

E. Use the DBMS_APPLICATION_INFO package to define the current module and action so that they appear in
V$SESSION. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 5

In which three scenarios would you recommend the use of the SQL Performance Analyzer? 

A. to identify SQL statements that require SQL profiles 

B. to analyze the impact of network and interconnect changes on database workload 

C. to identify SQL statements whose performance may have regressed due to a hardware upgrade 

D. to analyze the impact of new indexes and materialized views on the SQL statements executed by an application 

E. to identify SQL statements in an application whose performance may have regressed due to migration from Oracle
Database 11g to 12c 

F. to analyze the impact of using bind variables for syntactically similar SQL statements 

Correct Answer: ABC 
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